In the preface to his translation Guinther writes: 'Caeterum non mediocris in hoc opere vertendo fuit labor, primum quod exemplar fuerit depravatum, deinde etiam quod multa hic desiderata, ex veteri translatione erant petenda. Quae quam sit corrupta, quis vel mediocriter eruditus non perspicit?' By exemplar Guinther refers to the Aldine, which he also mentions in a marginal annotation (p. 22v). Certainly his opinion of the Greek edition is well founded (the Aldine has an omission in 293.7-297.10), but the same cannot be said of Niccolo's version.7 At any rate, Guinther did what he said: he filled in the long gap of the Aldine on the basis of Niccolo's translation, without consulting other manuscripts.8 This is evident, although Guinther made modifications in terminology and above all in style, changing the word order, eliminating particles and, on the whole, summarizing Niccolo's text where he found it redundant or unclear. Obviously, the two versions have many mistakes in common, and to see this, it is sufficient to quote 294.16-295.1: oaa -8r(AoaJEL om. Nic. Guin. Unfortunately, the various editions of Niccolo's translation are very similar in this section, and it is therefore impossible to identify which of them Guinther used. Probably it was one of the latest editions (1515-28), because both these and Guinther include CoITrep Trincavelli's translation underwent many reprints in the sixteenth century, and replaced that by Bartolomeo Silvani in the Giuntine editions from the fourth one of 1565. Philologically, it does not seem to be very penetrating, although Trincavelli accurately collated the textual sources, both the two Greek editions and Niccolo's Latin translation.
Bartolomeo Silvani, a physician from Salo on Lake Garda, is an obscure character. In the preface to the third Giuntine edition (vol. i, p. lived with Madruzzo, handed him his 'opera in litteris', and then went away, probably to Venice. In the preface of the Paris edition of 1542, someone named Gastonus Sala, who revised the translation, remembers that he himself had suggested that the printer should not publish it, which certainly does not encourage the reader, and he repeatedly speaks about Silvani's mistakes of interpretation and style: 'multa loca non recte intellecta esse deprehendi, formulas dicendi a Latinorum consuetudine alienas passim conspexi', etc. However, the same thing cannot be said about the translation of the De const. art. med., particularly when it is compared with the others.
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